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Leveraging on our years of experience in the domain of trading in Integrated Circuit Parts, we are

recognized as one of the prominent suppliers of Electrical, Electronic and Automation

Components like IGBT, Transistor Modules, Bridge Rectifiers, Diodes, Thyristors, Mosfets, NTC

Thermistors, Fuses, Capacitors, PLC, SCADA, HMI, Sensors, Relays, Tranformers, Connectors,

Cables, Switches, Industrial Components and Safety Products etc. The entire range is procured

from wide vendor base that deals in major brands like Vishay, ABB, Fairchild, SIBA, Cooper

Bussmann, Crydom, Epcos, Ferraz Shawmut, Fuji Electric, Infineon, International Rectifier (IOR)

IXYS, Hirect, Powerex, Eupec, Mocrosemi, Mitsubishi, Monoblok, Motorola, Omron, Ruttonsha,

Sanrex, Semikron, Toshiba, Powersem, Westcode, NXP, AMD, Sony, Bosch, Samsung, Philips,

Panasonic and others. Owing to the prominence of these brands across the globe, there is a high

demand of our products.

The products are manufactured at par with international industry standards and are highly

appreciated by our clients for their durability, reliability and functionality. These are manufactured

using quality raw material at manufacturer's premises. The products are re-checked at our end as

well so that we can assure the supply of products that are “Hard To Find”. For maximum client

satisfaction, we offer the components to our clients at competitive prices and promise to deliver

the products within the committed time. We undertake the bulk orders as well from our clients

spread across the country. Further, we also facilitate our clients with a guarantee after physical

sales. It is owing to the valuable support of our clients that we are able to carve a niche in

competitive market.



Our Team

We are supported by a team of proficient and industrious professionals, which helps us in

checking durability, reliability and functionality. These experts are dedicated towards ensuring

highest order of profitability, maximum utilization of given resources and minimization of wastage.

The team is hired on the basis of its skills, experience, training and expertise in the respective

domain. In order to achieve better output, our personnel keep themselves updated about the

latest technological developments and trends ruling the domestic market. Our team comprises

following personnel:

- Engineers

- Quality experts

- Technicians

- R&D experts

- Sales & marketing executives

- Management & administration professionals

Warehousing & Packaging

In order to store the complete product range in an efficient manner, we have developed a

segregated warehousing & packaging department at our premises. This unit is fully furnished

with requisite facilities, which enable us to store the procured raw material and our finished range



of industrial electrical components for longer period of time. Furthermore, the unit is divided into

various sections that help us to store the range according to its category. All these sections are

efficiently handled by a team of warehousing experts. Moreover, to ensure safe delivery of the

finished range at the clients' end, we give due attention for packaging using quality material. The

whole packaging process is executed under the supervision of our packaging experts, which

ensure that the range is dispatched at the specific destination within specified time frame.

Client Satisfaction

Our organization constantly endeavors to attain complete satisfaction from the clients by

providing them with quality range of industrial electrical components. We have been able to built

a strong position for ourselves in the market by providing uninterrupted product supply, timely

delivery and hassle free payment modes. In addition, we also offer related services to suit the

specific requirements of our clients. Wide distribution networks and speedy transportation

facilities enable us to deliver the range in bulk quantities across the nation within a stipulated time

frame. Furthermore, our ethical business practices and competitive pricing have also enabled us

to garner a huge clientele, spread across India.
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